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Dave McConnell The First Semester
Chief Business Officers sweeping changes in bookstore and dining services draw both praise and concern
is in charge of all of the Colleges
so- called auxiliary businesses has
ongoingplans for the bookstore and
the dining halls as well as ambitions
J iy V
i
i
services and telecommunications
among other things Prior to that
he had been director of dining ser-
vices at Grinnell College
At both schools he made ma-
jor changes in the operation of the
diningservices At Washington and
Lee he built a new student center
and bookstore
According to Administrat-
ive Assistant for IPHS and Po-
litical Science Jalene Fox who was
a member of the search comm ittee
Kenyon was looking for someone
with strong entrepreneurial skills a
successful career excitement about
the position a large measure of
self- confidence and an approachable
demeanor The search committee
felt that McConnell fit this descrip-
tion well
One- thing that stuck out about
Dave McConnell was that he was
just so relaxed when he came to the
interview Fox said She described
him as warm open personable
thoughtful and very staff- focused
Nugent agreed saying McConnell
seemed like very much a kind of
community person
BY WILLOW BELDEN
EditorinCh- ief Emeritus
You may never have met Ken-
yons Chief Business Officer David
McConnell but it you have been to
the bookstore or eaten in the din-
ing halls over the course of the past
semester you have experienced the
effects of his presence on campus
Although McConnell came to Ken-
von only this summer he has already
made a variety of changes affecting
everyone at the College
As President S Georgia Nugent
said He completely hit the ground
running I think its amazing
In the bookstore the changes
include selling more Kenyon regalia
discontinuing certain items such as
CDs reorganizing merchandise and
standardizing the bookkeepingpro-
cess In the dining halls McConnell
made the decision to replace ARA-
MARK with a new food service
provider AVI FOODSYSTEMS
Inc who will take over at the begin-
ning of next semester
These accomplishments are just
the beginning McConnell who
Kenyons President ad
dresses Village Council
The Perfect Candidate
According to members of the
search committee that hired him
Kevin Guckcs
president Nugents holiday parties this year
McConnell stood out from the
other 130- odd applicants right from
the start His credentials seemed
strong he was business manager
at Washington and Lee University
where he oversaw dining services
the bookstore printing and copying
Scevc KJise
on June 30th
ofrjistudentsin
In 1989 Omahan left Kenyon
to become vice president and dean
for student affairs at Albion Col-
lege in Albion Michigan Omahan
spent six years at Albion before
returning to Kenyon in the fall of
1996
In his time as dean of students
Omahan has faced many crises
including several tragic student
see Omahan pane 4
The Wrong Kind of Change
Nugent said she is tremen-
dously pleased with McConnell so
far and she applauds what he has ac-
complished during his first semester
at Kenyon
But not everyone is equally
enthusiastic about his performance
Registrar Ellen Harbourt who is
the co- chair of the Presidential
Advisory and Communications
Team PACT said that a variety of
individuals have voiced complaints
about the way McConnell is making
changes on campus
From everything that PACT
has heard Harbourt said people
have felt uncomfortable with some
of the changes She said the discon-
tent is not because the changes were
wrong but because of how they have
been handled Harbourt explained
that many people feel that they have
had no opportunity for input and
that changes have just been happen-
ing to them
Bookstore Manager Jack Fine
see McConnell page 2
the previous master plan completed 1 5
years ago according to Nugent
In addition Nugent said
the arts buildings have not yet been de-
signed but she confirmed that Graham
o
Gund 63 will be the architect for this
project
Nugent also spoke about the reno-
vations ofPeirce Hall that will begin late
this spring although she said that they
would likely not have an effect upon the
Village because the renovations largely
confine Peirce to its current footprint
and appearance
Nugent spoke at length on adding
student housing to Gambier Nugent
said this came from a desire to see every
Kenyon student living in Kenyon-
owned and Kenyon- supervised hous-
ing Currendy some students live in
off- campus apartments in Gambier
Nugent said the first step in this
plan would be after the construction
of the new arts facilities the conversion
see Council page 2
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Dave McConnell dresses as Santa at one of
for the Kenyon Inn and the print
shop among other things
Its a process McConnell
said Theres never an end in sight
Theres always things we can do
to make the experience at Kenyon
richer
Snow- Jam
1
Kenvons dean of students since
1 996 will step down as of June 30
2006 Beginning Jan 1 Omahan
will take a leave of absence during
which he w ill remain in Gambier
with his w ife
Omahan returned to his alma
mater in 1 972 serving as the direc-
tor of student housing until 1975
In 1983 he began his tenure as the
Colleges dean for academic advis-
ing a position he held until 1988
w hen he became the acting dean
BY SEAN RYAN
St iffReporter
Usingaphrase from Horace
didceet utile pleasant and useful to de-
scribe her vision for Gambier Kenyon
President S Georgia Nugent spoke to
Gambier s Village Council and a full
contingent ofVillage residents Monday
night to discuss the Colleges plans for
physical expansion in the wake of the
last Board ofTrustees meeting
During Nugents 20- minute
address she said that she expects very
little of the Master Plan to be built in
the near future In fact Nugent said
the Master Plan would likely never be
built in exacdy the form designed
Nugent also proposed creat-
ing a consulting group with representa-
tives of the Village with ChiefBusiness
Officer David McConnell heading the
committee for the college and Mayor
Kirk Emmert for the Village
Nugent spent most of her
time however describing three projects
the College plans in the near future
The first according to Nugent is
coastruction ofnew facilities for the stu-
dio art and art history departments
Nugent said that the location
in the Master Plan behind the library
fs highly unlikely but also said that
she could not say much about any
odier sites that were being considered
although she did mention that perhaps
the area near the Bolton and Hill The-
aters would be a possibility Building
such facilities in that area was part of
L
The Perceptionist came to Kenyon this weekend as pare of the Abominable Snow Jam event held in Gund Com-
mons last Saturday
Dean Omahan to resign
r 1
DAYNE BAUGHMAN
Senior News Editor
The college has benefited not
only from his thorough knowledge
and professionalism but also from
his personal qualities as a remark-
ably thoughtful reliable and caring
individual President S Georgia
Nugent said of Dean of Students
Donald J Omahan 70 at last
months Trustees Meeting
Omahan who has served as
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McConnell Community concerned about lack of communication
Changes to the Bookstore
My personal feeling was chat the bookstore had a kind of run- down
feel said President Nugent It felt to me a little tired
Thats one of the reasons that Nugent has encouraged Chief Business
Officer Dave McConnell to make changes The other reason is that the
bookstore was operating under an estimated 1 50000 deficit last year
Hence as McConnell said we are in the process of looking at the
store the product mix how we can present it in a more updated fashion
The bookstore now sells additional clothing the CD section has been
eliminated and books by Kenyon authors have been moved to a more
prominent position in the front of the store Additionally reorganization
of merchandise has been ongoing since last summer
In the future McConnell said he hopes to continue to expand the apparel
section improve the food selection and possibly create a technology center
which would stock basic computer and electronic goods
In addition to physical changes McConnell has made an effort to regu-
larize the bookkeeping process which he said should improve the operating
performance of the store
We did everything differendy said Bookstore Manager Jack Fine-
frock Now were going to do things more like other college bookstores
do them
Last year was the first time that the bookstore has officially operated un-
der a major deficit Nugent attributes the sudden change to the shift in book-
keeping however it is unclear whether the bookstore has always been running
asubstantial unnoticed deficit or whether current accountingprocesses simply
make the business look less profitable than it formerly appeared
Reactions to the changes in the bookstore have been mixed Some
praise the new sleeker look but others lament that the bookstore is losing its
original character and personality arguing that a nationally renowned college
bookstore should not start looking like a Barnes Noble
Finefrock is confident however that despite the changes the bookstore
will not lose its character The spirit of the store is what makes it great he
said not its appearance or the merchandise it sells
Willow Belden
Staats the administrative assistant
for art history American studies and
English said she has suggested vari-
ous improvements to the Colleges
online communications system
and to the print shop among other
things but that McConnell has not
implemented any of these changes
Theres an undercurrent of
people who are just not really certain
whats next said Staats I dont
think that theres a lot of input being
suggested or accepted
A Fixed Agenda
Feelings of exclusion from deci-
sionmaking processes have led
some to question whether McCon-
nell actually wants input from the
community or whether he and
perhaps the College administration
in general are set on pursuing a
predetermined agenda
A Peirce employee who wishes
to remain anonymous for fear of los-
ing her job once AVI takes over said
she thinks the change in food service
providers is part of McConnells
personal agenda Although McCon-
nell granted ARAMARK a 30- day
evaluation period to demonstrate
improvement the decision to replace
ARAMARK with AVI was based on
the recommendations of AVI and an-
other outside food service provider
which was also being considered as a
replacement for ARAMARK
According to the Peirce employ-
ee none of the dining hall employees
were consulted about their opinions
in switching food service providers
she said McConnell seemed to have
his mind set on getting rid of ARA-
MARK from the start before the
ultimatum was issued to them or the
evaluation period had taken place
The Peirce worker explained that
at a meeting in August McConnell
said we the dining hall employees
would be staying but ARAMARK
would be going
In light of this and other ad
ministrative decisions Staats said
Id like to know does the College
want people to be active and make
ideas suggestions etc or do they
just want people to say OK this is
how it is
Greater Communication
In an attempt to boost motale
and quell rumors that were circulat-
ing on campus PACT organized
a common hour meet and greet
session a few weeks ago at which
McConnell introduced himself to
faculty staffand College employees
He explained the reasoning behind
the changes he is making on campus
and then fielded questions from the
audience some of which suggested
a need for greater communication
between McConnell and the rest of
the Kenyon community
I really feel like that common
hour has helped break the ice said
Harbourt adding that she hopes
people take more advantage of
McConnells open- door policy to
make constructive suggestions about
future changes on campus Various
College employees also call for more
attempts on the part of the adminis-
tration to reach out and include the
community in making decisions
It takes a whole group of peo-
ple to make a college to make a
community said Staats and it takes
all of them working together Staats
said she thinks greater communica-
tion and collaboration between Mc-
Connell other administrators and
the rest of the Kenyon community
would ensure that changes meet with
less resistance
Finefrock agreed Its not easy
to be the first business officer and
to walk into a place where people
do not want change he said He
stressed the need to take care or
the people who are involved in the
change so they dont feel threatened
Youve got to give them ownership
of the change
CONTINUED from page J
bookstore was threatened by the
changes he said adding that for the
most part people didnt know about
the change until it happened
But Nugent said this is normal
Whenever change occurs people
will say Nobody told me about it
Theres always a degree of un-
certainty when theres change Mc-
Connell added The problem is
that those who complain about the
changes are seeing it from only their
vantage point and not the broader
vantage point
Sufficient Community Input
McConnell has stressed that he
has an open- door policy and that he
welcomes comments suggestions and
feedback But aside from meetings
with members of REEL Student
Council and the Gambier Village
Council McConnell said most indi-
viduals have not talked with him
Harbourt said this may be be-
cause people feel uncomfortable
asking questions ofpeople they see as
authority figures Others wonder if
McConnell s open- door policy really
extends to everyone
Donna Lahmon a Pcirce em-
ployee said McConnell has refused
to meet with a group of dining hall
employees who wished to talk with
him Dave always told us there was
an open- door policy Lahmon said
But when a Gund employee called
last week Dave called back and said
he wasnt going to meet with us
His open- door policy just closed
on us
According to Finefrock Mc-
Connell did request input from
bookstore employees prior to imple-
menting changes in the bookstore
although not as much as the staff
would have liked
Moreover some College em-
ployees feel that the suggestions they
make are not taken seriously Beth
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Espressos Cappuccinos Coffees
Fine Comfort Food Daily Specials Desserts
Eat in Pick up Delivery
74039- 24600
Monday- Thursday 630 am 700 pm
Friday 630 am 900 pm
Saturday 800 am 900 pm Closed Sunday
Omahan Says farewell to his Alma- Mater
After 19 years ofsenice to the college Dean Omahan Ims decided to move on
way I have made a contributionto and to its students staff administra-
this line College to its programs tors and faculty Omahan said
t
CONTINUED from page I
deaths In her speech before the
trustees Nugent said that the
burden of those terribly difficult
situations falls quite squarely on
the shoulders of the dean Don has
served liis alma mater truly admi-
rably in those sad circumstances
as in others and deserv es all of our
thanks
I feci Don Omahan has made
an enormous contribution to Ken-
yon Provost Greg Spaid said I
personally have always admired
Don for his calm and compassion-
ale approach to dealing with some
of the most difficult challenges this
institution has had to face
A search for a new dean of
students headed by Senior Advisor
to the President I low aid Sacks w ill
begin immediately In the interim
Associate Dean of Students Cheryl
Steele will serve as acting dean of
students
I hope that in sonic small
November 30 December 6 2005
Nov 30 308pm Drugs found in room at New Apartmencs
Dec 1 1 1 1 am Vandalism by unknown persons at Acland Apartments
Dec 2 1 1 09am Underage possession of alcohol in room at Old
Kenyon
Dec 2 253pm Underage possession of alcohol at Mather Residence
Dec 3 1227am Tampering with fire equipmentfire extinguisher
discharged at Leonard Hall Window was also broken at Leonard Hall
Dec 3 1 53am Vandalismtrash cans turned over at Lewis Hall
Dec 4 259am Hit and run vehicle accident on Scott Lane Sheriffs
office notified
Dec 4 4 1 5pm Theft of items from locker in the Ernst Center
Dec 4 530pm Theft of items from New Apartments
Dec 5 933am Vandalismpaint on floor at Mather Residence
Dec 5 1 1 24am Medical call regarding ill student at Samuel Mather
Student transported to the Health Center
Dec 6 1 07pm Underage possession of alcohol at Bushnell Hall
Dec 6 1 17pm Underage possession of alcohol at Bushnell Hall
Dec 6 1242pm Medical call regarding ill student at Higley Hall
Student transported to Health Center
Kevin GuckcsDean of Students Don Omahan
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purpose candy warehouse donated to FoodChanging the
BY ALLISON BURKET
Staff Rtfdrttr
Plans are under w ay to convert a
local landmark die old Buckeye Candy
Company building into a center for
local foods as part of the Food for
Thought initiative
Hopes are that converting the
former candy and tobacco warehouse
located on South N Iain Street in N lount
Vernon into a local roods market and
storage facility will establish a central
distribution point to help facilitate the
connections between die farmers and
the rest of the community and thus
work toward supporting local farmers
and preserving rural character
The first two floors of the Buckeye
building have been donated to Food for
Thought for this project The plans have
centered on visions ofa retail market for
locally produced foods a community
kitchen and a storage facility for farm-
ers in order to help establish a reliable
market for local foods
A primary goal said Howard
Sacks director of the Rural Life Center
which sponsors Food for Thought is to
provide all the links between farmers
and consumers that over the past 50
years have eroded as the market became
more global According to Sacks those
links which include communication
and storage are key to ensuring a stable
and reliable local market for farmers
who would have difficulty competing
on a global scale
The potential for a year- round
market is another focus of interest
industry between then and now to deal
with the complexities of space and
movement design
Theres a lot of moving in and
out and that takes up a lot of space
he explained How do you deal with
dumpsters and trucks and farmers un-
loading when customers want to come
with their kids to go to the market
As a result Marsh offered a revised
vision What Im visualizing moves
more towards a market more away from
a warehouse and includes limited stor-
age space as well as a small kitchen for
people to experiment He expects plans
for a more complete and effective ware-
house and storage area to be developed
eventually for another location
Basically the Buckeye building
will not be the be- all end- all of kitchen
warehousing The goal is to at least start
with something to help the farmers get
connected Marsh said
Part of the reason for the emphasis
on the market comes from the Buckeye
buildings location on South Main
Street which has become the focus
of local attempts to create a heritage-
based downtown to give an alternative
to the non- local chains The Buckeye
building thus according to Marsh has
important potential as a prominent
retail anchor
Because of the enormous commu-
nity impact both Sacks and Marsh ex-
pect the community has played a large
role in the development of the project
The Knox County Local Food Council
composed of individuals involved in
various ways in the food network in the
area including farmers the individuals
who run the farmers market and those
involved in food services at Kenyon is
the major group working with Marsh
and the proposal The Council was
formed to promote the local food
market and this warehouse with the
input of these individuals to get all
these segments to have control of the
for Thought
process he said
Currently they are developing a
specific questionnaire that will be sent
to those who would potentially make
use of the facility Once that informa-
tion is collected explained Marsh We
should be able to model where this can
go The next step is to lay the format out
there show it to the public and get the
community support
What we hope is that as we move
into the winter of next year we will
have a concrete plan explained Sacks
It would hopefully open some time
in 2007
Sacks highlighted his faith in com-
munity support Food for Thought is
really winw- inwin Everybody hears
that and agrees Thete is only concern
and skepticism of the ability to make
it happen
The importance of the Buckeye
building ties back to the goals of Food
for Thought which reflect not only
strong desires of the community but
also a growing nationwide farmtota- ble
movement Sacks explains Nationwide
issues like bird flu and mad cow soar-
ing gas prices prompt the question
Where does your food come from
Yet for many of those involved
in this project it all comes back to the
community For me I think working
with the community was the most valu-
able Kenyon experience said Barney
I think working on the project really
bridged a gap between Kenyon and the
community Having such positive rela-
tions definitely bodes well in a relation-
ship that can sometimes be strained
Marsh emphasized his personal
desire to preserve rural character It
is a further expression of the Kenyon
community s uniqueness to have such
an intimate relationship with something
as fundamental as what you eat
Theres an incredible holistic relationship
you have with everything that gets lost
in a lot of modern agriculture
FORCE
Historivi
Council Nugent Presents
ing this intensive planning through
feasibility studies emphasized die extent
of those uncertainties The ultimate
challenge said Marsh lies in taking a
space and using it for a purpose it wasnt
originally designed for
Part of the problem said Marsh
is the enormity of die ideas diemselves
He described how the project began
with basic ideas for food storage and
sale but as interest and enthusiasm grew
it developed into Wow this is a major
community project But it could have
major community rewards
He is continuing the work started
by a group of students who laid the
foundations for concrete plans in an
independent study in die springof 2005
We focused on three lines ofbusiness
said Kate Barney 06 one ofdie students
involved in the study freezer storage
dry storage and public market Part
of their work involved bringing in a
consultant from ACEnet which is a
community kitchen in Athens Ohio
Barney recognized that their work
was not any kind of final plan but a
great starting point for the execution of
the larger ideas
According to Marsh one of the
biggest problems that had been previ-
ously overlooked is the physical layout
of the building If you visualize a pro-
duction kitchen with storage that can
truly serve the needs of farmers it
is completely opposite to the Buckeye
Candy building
Marsh who has returned to finish
his Kenyon education 30 years after he
began it applies die work he did in the
College Plan
Many Council members said that
they would like to see the village hall in
dowTitown
Cubie was concerned about the
Colleges growth saying As the col-
lege grew we lost our civic center
After the meeting Cubie said
that when he was growing up in
Gambier the downtown was not an
extension of the College with the
seminary north ofdowntown and the
main College south of downtown
Cubie said the current Kenyondo- minated
downtown was a unique and
awkward position for the College
having to maintain a civic center for
village residents while its first priority
remains its students
Want to park
Village Council gave a first
reading of a proposed ordinance
to limit parking around the Wig-
gin Street Elementary School to
ten minutes during the afternoon
pick- up period
The ordinance would limit
parking to ten minutes between the
schools driveway and the driveway
of 203 East Wiggin Street The
proposed fine would be 20 the
same amount as other parking fines
in Gambier
Council also discussed making
sure that someone was able to write
tickets every day but seemed to ul-
timately reject an idea to deputize
either the mayor or a member of the
staff to write tickets
Sean Ryan
Sacks described die development of the
farmers market in Mount Vernon over
the past five years as a success story
indicative of the growing community
awareness and interest in supporting
local farmers The problem is that for
n ine months ofdie year diere is no odier
place to buy and sell diat food he said
The hope is that the Buckeye
building can fill diat niche and in doing
so benefit the community as a whole
Preservinggreen space ispartofdie fab-
ric of our community said Sacks The
cheapest way to preserve local character
is to keep farmers fanning
The success of the fanners Sacks
explained is good for every other store
in the community he said A study
found that money that goes to the farm-
ers recycles seven times before leaving
the community Sacks also expects
that stimulating and encouraging the
marketing of local foods will provide
restaurants or places like the Market
who would provide locally produced
specialty products with a competitive
advantage over places like Krogers
So far preliminary maintenance
work has been done on the building
including the cleanup project done by
incoming first- years involved in this
summers pre- orientation program
Sacks said however that the work being
done now is behindthesc- enes
First and foremost this is a plan
in progress said Sacks emphasizing the
numerous uncertainties Right now we
are in the invisible phase and that is the
intensive planning
John Marsh 06 who is lead
EPA restrictions
Nugent did say that the college
would like to eventually tear down the
New and Bexley Apartments saying
they wete built forty years ago and
not for the ages She said however
that she did not anticipate razing many
structures in the near future
Nugent also responded to some
Village residents concerns ofhigh traf-
fic in the center of the Village especially
by students A number of residents
applauded when Nugent said she sees
no reason for freshmen to have cars on
campus and said that banning them for
freshmen could have beneficial educa-
tional and social consequences
Many ofthe questions from Coun-
cil members centered on Kenyons ideas
for downtown Gambier A common
thread was the concern that too many
Kenyon offices on Gaskin and Chase
Avenues led to a feeling that there was
litde to do in downtown Gambier in
the evenings
Nugent said that diough she feels
it is not necessary for many College of-
fices to be downtown and in the Master
Plan there is a call for an administration
quadrangle it seems unlikely right
now that a donor will materialize to
build diat and offices will likely remain
downtown
Council member Lee Cubie asked
if Kenyon would be willing to open
some of the downtown most of which
Kenyon owns to private interests
Nugent seemed unwilling to do that
noting that the two private buildings
in downtown have been empty as long
as she has been president
BYJEFF
CoUeguvi
CONTINUED from page 1
of Bexley Hall back to its original
use student housing Nugent said
it is planned that 40 students would
eventually live there in perhaps five
years
But Nugent also spoke of build-
ing townhouse- style units in the
downtown area of Gambier in the
block behind the post office 1
The plan which Nugent charac-
terized as so nascent it doesnt exist
would involve building tasteful ar-
chitecturally appropriate townhouse
units of two to three stories to house
100 students
Nugent said this would not be
overwhelming to the scale of down-
town Gambier pointing out that 30
students live in Farr Hall downtown
already and she said she has hardly
ever seen a report ofan incident at Fan-
Hall Students living in a particular
place does not mean the neighbor-
hood is going to hell she said
Nugent also said that this hous-
ing would be Kenyons best housing
and would likely be restricted to
seniors Nugent also said there might
be a behavioral requirement in order
to live there and students living in
this housing would have to park in
the remote lot
Nugent also said that the College
might make this honors student hous-
ing as she said Farr Hall once was
Nugent took questions for over
35 minutes from village residents and
council members Nugent said that
there is no chance the College will tear
down the gas station partially due to
December 9 1982
Castle to Decorate Bookstore
Twenty- three years ago planning began on the bookstores Lord
Gam biers Casde Bookstore ManagerJack Finefrock felt the wooden casde would
foster a love of reading for the children who play inside Gambier carpenter
Robert Ruggles who had built new bookshelves for the bookstore was working on
a design to balance ornamental and functional elements Other Gambier residents
showed interest in the idea as one woman offered to make Lord Gambiers flag
and someone else wanted to make a mural for the casde
December 7 2000
USDA Suspends Siberian Tiger Foundtition because of10 attacks
Five years ago a small private zoo near Kenyon called Gambiers Sibe-
rian Tiger Foundation was facing both a federal investigation and severe financial
problems The US Department of Agriculture announced We believe if the
facility remains open diat there will be continued problems that threaten the safety
ofvisitors to the facility and the animals themselves Since March of2000 USDA
investigators documented ten cases ofpeople beingbitten or otherwise injured by
tigers at die Foundation Diana Cziraky the zoos owner acknowledged one attack
but said the others were just alleged
A former Foundation employee said that managers instructed employees
to say the attacks didnt happen He went on to note a lack of security precau-
tions at die zoo remarking There is no way to stop an attack once it has started
and die animal refuses to let go He also alleged that financial trouble had led to
the Foundation becoming run- down and mismanaged Students who enter die
Foundations training program the former employee said arent actually trained
in animal handling at all but are instead used as additional protection for the main
trainers
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Sex in a Foreign CountrySex the Country
Ho Ho Ho Winter Woes
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more The distance has enriched
our relationship and forced us to
grow and I wouldnt be surprised
if it made our relationship that
much more balanced when I get
back to Gambier Maybe delib-
erate avoidance is the key even
at Kenyon running away to a
friends room taking the phone
off the hook or just taking a drive
off- campus with someone youve
neglected for your relationship
To be clear Im not advocating
some sort of creature of mys-
tery dogma nor am I arguing
for dispassionate relationships
that exist purely for the odd
sexual favor without the possibil-
ity or necessity for something
more Certainly the latter may
be more pragmatic at Kenyon I
am however advocating that we
allow ourselves space without our
significant others where we can
simply indulge in ourselves or our
friends We have only so much
time at Kenyon and so much time
to date after we graduate And at
the end of the day Im also a huge
fan of knowing that whenever I
pick up the phone whether in
a pub bathroom where I cant
hear myself think or while walk-
ing along the North Sea smitten
with Scotlands landscapes I am
completely and utterly thrilled to
heat my significant other say I
miss you
BY KAELIN ALEXANDER
Guest Columnist
Its yet another Saturday night
in the notsosl- eepy Scottish city
of Aberdeen This particulat eve-
ning my mates and I have ended
our pub crawl at OHenrys Ye
Olde Gay Bar du jour The music
is too loud and the drinks are too
expensive but I couldnt be hap-
pier Around the thitd gin and
tonic howevet I feel a familiar
rumbling in my trousers and im-
mediately rush off to the toilet
Fumbling with my mobile as I
cross the bar my dashing friend
Ian gives me a knowing smile Its
the hubby innit
I answer the call clear my
throat and do my very best drunk-
en impression of a sober person
Hiya darlin I manage while do-
ing some calculations in my head
Its 1 am in Aberdeen meaning
8 pm in Ohio meaning my boy-
friend has just gotten off a long
day at work and is likely calling for
a pickm- eup conversation before
he faces his own evening out A
minute into the conversation I
realize I have no hope of hearing
anything other than the latest
Duran Duran remix while my boy-
friend has no hope of deciphering
whatever it is Im talking about
after the fifth gin and tonic
Ah the wonderful world of
BYKIRSTEN REACH
Features Editor
long- distance monogamous rela-
tionships no trips to the movies
no free communication without
computers and no sex For some
there are ways to make longdist- ance
dating easier and for the
most pragmatic of us it seems that
a viable option may be to open
things up While sometimes I feel
like the only kid left at serialmono- gamy
camp especially it seems
amongothergay men Ive always
thought that if you cant commit
your dinkie to someone you prob-
ably cant commit anything else
Thankfully Im dating someone
of the same mind But all relation-
ships can become complicated no
matter how smooth the sailing
may be What seems funny is that
despite the obvious complications
this has been undoubtedly the san-
est most easy- going and successful
relationship in my track record
In light of current circumstances
I couldnt help but wonder Is the
only way to stay emotionally close
to stay physically separate
Upon my initial move to
Scotland I felt odd not speaking
to my boyfriend as much About
two weeks in I realized that when
we spoke I actually had things to
tell him about besides my routine
and was excited to hear about
his life even if neither of us lead
exactly enthralling lives When we
talked less I enjoyed the talking
artists to start the store Yorde Patti
Maiorino Marv McGavick Jacquie
Aberegg Rebecca Simpson and
Nancy LaFcver opened Fibers Gal-
lery to showcase and sell their work
They are orlering other fiber artists
if
u
fill I
Fibers gallery joins downtown scene
So its mid- December final exam week final paper week and
finally time for the eversopoliticall- ycorrect Holiday Break We fill
our houses with poisonous plants like holly and mistletoe and declare
them festive We string ourselves up in Christmas lights cursing and
trying to undo every knot known to Boy Scouts We do not live in
television commercials though sometimes we feel removed from our
surroundings We see people doing saccharine couple- y things like
sitting in front of a fireplace pelting one another with snowballs or
holding hands on ice skating rinks whether they frequent Rockefeller
Center or the Columbus Zoo Just to save ourselves the hassle of
buying extra blankets and handwarmers to chaw our frozen append-
ageshearts some people defensively whip up a winter fling faster
than Swiss Miss cocoa
This never struck me as the most logical season for romance Flat-
tened hair frostbitten fingers and running noses somehow never roasted
my chestnuts And in thick down coats embraces leave you at least
six inches apart It puzzles me then that so many people snuggle up
together like two birds of a feather Perhaps our judgment is clouded
by visions of sugarplums that dance in our heads Carolers songs are
founded on delusions nevertheless the emphasis on togetherness dur-
ing these cold winter months is impossible to ignore Whoever wrote
the line walking in a winter wonderland had not experienced the
ice on Middle Path
Here are a few other slippery December woes
1 Mistletoe No matter how delicious the eggnog avoid that
weed hanging from the ceiling These leaves just ooze with drama and
the impeding doom of bad decisions
2 Family gatherings The dreaded words uttered by your relatives
who believe theyre intimately acquainted with you enough to demand
your confidence So hows your love life It you have a significant
other you cannot disclose enough information to satisfy them If vou
dont man that will be one awkward conversation Keep your spirits up
by reminding yourself the cold weather makes your cheeks look rosy
youre attractive and your relationship status has absolutely nothing
to do with your human worth That mantra makes this sound like an
advice column Heres another shot concentrate on the strangest part
of your relatives face be it the crazy mole or the hair sprouting from
hisher nose Aunt Suzies question will no longer be the most pertinent
thing in the room
3 Gifts Does the amount of time you spent knitting that scarf
or the amount of money you poured into that trinket reflect the affec-
tion you feel for this person orthe amount of commitment you have
to himher This could be an issue for a significant other or literally
any other person in your life After a certain amount of time agonizing
over what to give that person you appreciate as a friend who cant get
romantic vibes from you scrap it all and give away candy canes
4 New Years Are you going to make an effort to station your-
self near someone you want to kiss as the ball drops We wont be
on campus How many miles are you willing to travel for a potential
smooch or a definite one Additionally how will you deal with The
Poinsettia Rule You know how everyone buys poinsettias before
Christmas but then have to decide whether to keep nurturing them
slowly stop watering them or dump them out back after they fall out
of style Are you just going after this person so you can celebrate Atild
Lang Syne without considering the aftermath
Not everything will click into place like a pair of rented skates
Ireat others well in the hustle and bustle they too may feel a little
frag- ile must be Italian But decorate your gingerbread houses cut
squares of white paper into snow flakes and jingle all the wav I hope
you find time oiffrom exam season to spend time with the people who
make von light up like a mennorah
work the store offers various pro-
grams to nurture artists There are
programs to teach new artists how
to merchandise their work how
to do their taxes and how to write
an artists statement In a Visiting
r
5 iT Av
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Artists program the stores owners
plan to display pieces by nationally
known fiber artists
Craftsman Hill Fibers is now
located on 225 South Main Street
in a much larger space Though the
Fiber Gallerys space is rather snug
the work is displayed with the same
care that the artists put into creating
their pieces
The Fibers Gallery is open
Tuesday to Saturday from 10 am
to 530 pm
BYKIRSTEN REACH
Features Editor
The new Fibers Gallery Ltd
opened Oct 1 in downtown Mount
Vernon Located near the North
Main Gallery and Down Home
Leather at 15 North Main Street
the gallery completes a block now
named The Very Short North after
Columbuss Short North district
People want quality in their
lives and there are not that many
places to find it said Deborah
Yorde owner of Craftsman Hill
Fibers the local yarn shop
Craftsman Hill Fibers was origi-
nally on 15 North Main Street and
Yorde kept it there for five and a half
years She decided she needed to
expand the store to bigger quarters
and was not sure what to do with the
shop One Saturday morning the
idea to start a gallery popped into
her head
Yorde said the idea to start sell-
ing handcrafted items came from
her customers People come in to
buy the models of her yarn projects
especially during the holiday season
There was a demand for Yordes work
as well as the yarns they utilized
People have a real need tor
handmade items said Yorde Not
commercial things she said but
something thats real
Her first plan was to create an
artists co- op but when that be-
came too complicated she brought
together five other enthusiastic fiber
Deborah Yorde owner of the Fibers Gallery
the ability to sell their art through
consignment
Currently 28 artists make up
the Fibers Gallery including five
artists who live in Gambier Ellen
Sheffield Susan Gibbons Patti
Maiorino Marilyn Stokes and Jo
Rice Yorde herself used to live on
Woodside Drive She still teaches
weaving at the Craft Center Both
her husband and her step- son are
Kenyon alumni
In addition to selling artists
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Students for Studentsknow Gambier Q A
Joel Gunderson to Serve
Getting to
with
Joel Gunderson posing with his younger
BY MADDIE SMITH
Stuffcolumnist
Kenyon Collegian What is your
position
Joel Gunderson Owner operator of
Middle Ground Cafe with my wife
Margaret Lewis
KC What is your hometown
JG Gambier
KC What is it like working in such
a small town Best parts Worst
parts
JG I grew up in beautiful bucolic
Gambier and Im so happy to return
with my family after living in New
York City for nearly six years In
many ways Gambier reminds us of
our beloved neighborhood in New
York you can walk everywhere lots
of friendly interactions with neigh-
bors a real sense ofcommunity In so
many ways Gambier belies its size it
is a true cultural oasis We love going
Ready
BY KATHRYN CHIASSON
A E Editor
You are spending 40000 a
year to learn about the world You
should spend at least part of the
time you do on school on figuring
out yourself said Tucker Cotting-
ham 07 who founded the group
Students for Students with Deanna
Lesht 07 last year after Cot-
tingham and others attended the
many panel discussions on campus
culture and were dissatisfied with
what they found There are six or so
students who are the most involved
said Cottingham but each weekly
meeting usually has attendance of
about 20 students
The group serves as a means
of support for students who want
an alternative to counseling Ac-
cording to Cottingham students
expressed two main concerns about
counseling Some students feel that
counseling is often incredibly full
and not all students feel comfort-
able discussing issues like drug and
alcohol addictions or eating disor-
ders and STDs with the counseling
center
Cottingham explained that
the group wants to provide stu-
dents with resources and means to
address personal issues They also
want to create a dialogue concern-
ing the counseling center and see if
student fears are legitimate
The group is currently working
on three major projects They are
compiling an information packet
of local resources that they hope
to distribute at next years fresh-
man orientation The packet would
contain information about private
doctors health clinics drug and al-
cohol counseling Mound Builders
a guidance center in Mount Ver-
non and the eating disorders clinic
in Columbus Students would be
able to get rides to these services by
borrowing members cars Every-
thing would be confidential
The group is also applying
for a grant through the McKnight
Foundation to bring speakers to
campus on topics ranging from
eating disorders to a speaker from
Mound Builders on listening skills
Finally Students for Students
wants to create posters similar to
the Sexual Misconduct Advisor
Did you know
posters where students can see who
they should contact for informa-
tion
The group has worked
a lot with Ron Estes a visiting
artist and affiliated scholar in the
drama and dance department
Therapy is a great thing to do in
many instances and fortunately
students here have access to a
good counseling center when they
encounter problems that therapy
is suited to address says Estes
Simultaneously there seems to be
many times when therapy is not
a perfect fit and where a different
kind of focused conversation is very
valuable
I think its savvy how they
collect resources for students
continued Estes That way a Stu-
dents for Students member who
knows about whats available can
introduce another student to many
options Kenyon has tons of re-
sources but the source of a referral
can make all the difference
Dean of Students Donald
Omahan said Students for Stu-
dents provides another avenue for
students to take as they sort out
some of the important questions
and issues that they meet and con-
front on this campus and in their
lives It represents one of several ex-
amples of students seeking to have
an influence on and to improve
their campus culture Dean Oma-
han continued it is students not
only talking about responsibility
but students walking the talk and
actually taking that responsibility
It is through such initiatives that
students will continue to take their
place in shaping the campus climate
and for contributing to the safety
and support systems which are an
important part of this living and
learning environment
Students for Students is an
independent student organization
unaffiliated with the College They
have no advisor and no budget so
the groups members fund their
own activities and Cottingham
wants to keep it that way We feel
it makes more of an impact if it
comes from us says Cottingham
Some money came from the raffle
for free laundry we ran earlier in
the semester but other than that
its all us
that Alcohol is the leading
ODADASYOU BY
Maddic Smith
son Mays
to plays sporting events speakers
However unlike our neighborhood
in NYC there are not 100 ethnic
restaurants art galleries and museums
within a 20- minute trip If I could
transplant Gambier to a picturesque
spot 20 minutes north of Manhattan
that would be ideal
KC What is the funniest thing
thats happened involving a college
student
JG We have a lot of student em-
ployees at Middle Ground and
my wife and I love our interactions
with students Were both young at
heart which is good since we both
look like were 16 and its fun for
us to see what undergraduate life is
like 12 years after we experienced
the same thing When you work so
many hours its important to have
comical moments to keep things
friendly We had a student cook who
worked the night shift and had a hard
time remembering to cut French fries
X
proved to be indifferent toward hosting
for the next day before he left After
consecutive evenings of forgetting he
remembered and decided to hide the
fries from me in the milk refrigerator
to give me a hard time After an initial
temper tantrum I discovered the hid-
den fries and rehid them in yet another
refrigerator When he came in for his
shift I pretended to be irate about
his continuing forgetfulness With
a huge smile he went to the fridge
where he hid them and was shocked
to find that they werent there He
insisted that he had remembered to
cut them and frantically searched the
whole cafe to find them I knew when
he finally found the fries because I
suddenly found myself showered with
soaking wet fries
AC Any advice from your experi-
ence with students to offer to fresh-
men
JG We have been very fortunate
to have an outstanding group of
student workers here I have truly
been impressed with their work ethic
sense of responsibility and maturity I
think they far surpass my level of
maturity when I was 19 years old and
finding my way at Oberlin Many
of our student workers juggle their
academic schedules with volunteer
work working at community farms
teaching kids at Wiggin Street etc
Theyre true citizens of the commu-
nity Kenyon is a truly unique and
romantic undergraduate experience
and I would simply encourage kids
to take advantage of all that Kenyon
and the larger community have to
offer in their four years here My
undergraduate years were among the
most formative of my life and I wish
I had taken greater advantage of the
opportunities presented to me
throw parties After a two- week hiatus
registered kegrkicking parties
Many students attended
However most attendees agreed the
lodge gatherings But as neither party
wanted to walk that far for something
A night at a rural Ohio bowling alley
usually make its way into this column
tedium In the most shocking turn of
Milk Cartons was fun Braving the ice
furniture Their commitment to party
like Spice Girls Wannabe and TLCs
ice tor an extra navigational challenge
a break from kegs and freak dancing
to commit yourself to four years ofj
well be there Work hard play hard
Its official Over Thanksgiving break Kenyon fraternities forgot how to
from weekend merrymaking the boys
Friday nights best entertainment turned out to be completely administration- sanctioned
the Owl Creeks concert and the following Evasons Mind- Reading Act in Rosse
antics of their intoxicated peers
the Delts and Psi Us for trying to host
seemed uncertain at best Who really
evening they left Gambier altogether
real source ofentertainment was the
An honorable mention goes out to
was well- publicized their fun quotients
xhazmightbc fun
The DKEs had the best idea of the
clearly trumped anything Kenyon had
their vehicles into the night with cries
to offer As the DKEs rolled off campus several students were seen chasing
of For the love ofGod take me with you
j killer of Americans ages0TSaturdays party scene was just as desperate Aside from the school- sponsored concert shaking the Gund ball-
room which was actually awesome organizations decided theyd rather sit in the dark and cry than throw parties
The Archons hosted a closed semi- formal in Weaver not an event that would
socially- starved we all were this weekend many students with dubious conHowever in a pathetic testament to how
nections to the pseudo- Greek Archons wandered into the party on purpose
There was however an oasis of entertainment in the midst of this weekends
events since our football teams winning streak this year Saturdays 90s party at
storm students trudged into the party determined to swill beer and gyrate on
was aided by the playlist which featured middle and elementary school classics
BROUGHT TO
FRIDAY THE 9TH
Band at the Horn Gallery
9pm
Featuring
Owen
Sponsored By Social Board
Saturday the 1 Oth
Trip to Columbus
6 DOLLARS FOR BOTH
2 to go to Polaris
BUS LEAVES AT 1230
5 to go to Zoo Lights
bus leaves at 445
zoo lights is an event the columbus
zoo where they decorate the area
for the season the event includes
skating rentals 3 a carousel 1
cookie decorating 15
Waterfalls The party allowed guests
out lyrics and girls exclaiming Guys I
to stagger down memory lane and many did as evidenced by groups warbling
loooove this song When feelings of claustrophobia started to set in students
stood outside and watched people fall down the Milk Cartons hill coated in
While we all understand that sometimes even fraternities need to take
I feel sorry for any prospies who visited
weekends like this one
Thats it kids Remember if you
on these nights Youd have to be crazy
throw a party it better be good because
Sign up on the 2nd floor of the SAC by 400 pm on FridaySee you next year
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Interesting
times
Anyone with a modicum of experi-
ence at Kenyon recognizes that the place
is a busy one For a supposedly quiet
campus on a quiet hill in Ohio the school
is consistently abuzz with concerts lec-
tures discussions debates readings and
other events The reactions to these blips
on Kenyons activity radar are for the most
part positive But Kenyon students quickly
learn that theyre not going to attend every
event the campus offers Thats fine
However the x- factor of academia
the alleged reason why many of as are here
rears its ugly head at times like the hoi idays
challenging students to choose between
substantial and memorable op
Mandolin lessons a
Ben Johnson
good idea
to my last- minute message He
informed me If you for ex-
ample were to request mandolin
lessons the first thing I would do
is ask if any of our current faculty
possess the ability to teach the
instrument He then continued
to write that both electric bass
and jazz piano two instruments
for which lessons were previously
not offered are now offered for
credit after being requested a few
years ago
Of course Heuchemer adds
Mandolin has not been gener-
ally considered an instrument
of the academy Though I was
a little surprised and slightly
offended by this statement
Heuchemer went on to quell my
worries saying That does not
mean however that we would
not offer it here if we feel the
demand is adequate Encourag-
ing words indeed especially for
an instrument whose most fa-
mous player is a Dixie Chick
IwwA re
Ben Johnson
dolins are representative of the
Gambier spirit eight strings
working in unison to produce a
community of sound Samantha
Quest- Neubert 09 concurred
enthusiastically shouting I
definitely think mandolin les-
sons should be offered But
thats probably because shes my
friend
When I asked Donna Malo-
ney the administrative assistant
and applied music program co-
ordinator about the possibility
of mandolin lessons if there was
significant demand her response
was clear and concise Sure
Thats the long and short of it
Of course she added We dont
have a teacher She also assured
me that she is not in the position
to make that decision Instead I
must talk to Dane Heuchemer
the head of the music depart-
ment
I e- mailed Professor Heu-
chemer who responded swiftly
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BY SAM KLING
Staff Columnist
Knox County is an area
brimming with old- fashioned
American culture Mount Vernon
is of course the home of Daniel
Decatur Emmett the composer
of Dixie and countless other
American folksongs For those
of us from metropolitan areas
such as myself Knox Country
should represent a return to our
good old country music roots
Unfortunately it doesnt
I brought my mandolin
to Kenyon Naive as I was I
thought I would probably be the
only mandolin player but I was
pleasantly surprised to find oth-
ers Rob Galloway 09 has been
playing mandolin since age 14
Still others are intrigued by the
idea of playing the mandolin Id
definitely think about picking it
up in a couple of years says Max
Dunn 09
Even some of those who do
not play the instrument think
lessons are a necessity like Sam
Douglas 09 who insisted Man
portunities and getting papers
C3 done Consider a successful and
accessible event like Hillary O
Sheltons lecture this past weekO Shelton did not stop talking and
fielding questions until 1100
pm communicating one on one
QJ with as many students as possible
An opportunity like hearing the
Director of Washington Bureau
of the NAACP speak to you
personally is coo tempting to miss
IS for studving or more mundane
tasks
We visit these events ultimately for
the same reason we attend Kenyon to
hear worthwhile thinkers speak to us
about the world and the numerous roles
we may play in it Ifstudents have to choose
classes over special events especially events
they care about particularly they become
detached from the class Consider ifChris-
topher Hitchens and a Seminar professor
make the mistake of scheduling lectures
at the same time The body may end up
with the teacher but the day- dreaming
mind will go to everyones favorite political
commentator
XTiat is to be done One solution
that the Drama department seems fond
of is to make attending plays mandatory
for students in drama classes If professors
were willing to leave some flexibility in
their curricula for attending new outside
events there would be a synthesis of the
two with the chance for every student to
get somethingdifferent from the work Not
that all the responsibility for this rests on
the professors students need to be honest
with themselves about the merits of staying
inside playing Tekken 2 versus experiencing
a campus guest
Maybe similarly students need to
allow themselves a break for visitors they
think could be worthwhile Students
regardless of worry or work should take
some time off to try seeing a speaker Just
as theres more to those guests than the
small displays they get in the Bookstore
theres more to school than simply classes
Rcceivingothers lessonsgives us the chance
to teach in turn
Dear Editor
Members of REEL should be commended for their efforts to raise awareness about wasted food in our
campus dining halls Nov 10 Three hundred fifty- five lbs of food wasted in one day corresponds to nearly a
quarter pound per student Composting is one way to address the waste stream but we could all waste much less
in the first place by taking what we are sure to eat and going back for more if we choose Many go hungry every
day even in our local community while we are blessed with an abundance of well- prepared food at Kenyon
Scott D Cummings
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Adventures in the real world looking across the table
I I
l I f i f i i i i 1 i IfP
myself a dentist simply because I have
teeth Having read enough American
fiction in my time diners had a sort
of faded allure to them and looking
back I was drawn to them because
I hoped they would provide me
with some home- grown inspiration
That and like I said before it was a
lonely time
It was there that I learned to
watch people Diners have a social
hierarchy all their own There are the
readers who sit at the counter and
talk only when talked to the truck-
ers who talk as loudly as they can to
whoever will listen the late night
groups of kids the loners wholl give
you their life stories or really good
poker tips if you ask the right ques-
tions and the waitresses wholl talk if
you tip well enough and smile enough
and are willing to share quips about
the pains ofa full days work spent on
your feet If youre the sort ofperson
who loves a good story a quick smile
and small talk will go a long way
in a place like that Every now and
again I think about one of my best
memories from that year when one
of the quieter regulars moved his
plate to my table so we could talk
one on one about his time as a card
dealer in a Hawaiian resort Over a
plate of eggs I found out that it was
that job that taught him the halting
Japanese he used to finally talk with
the love of his life I wrote about
his story later in an English paper
here at Kenyon mentioning that at
the time his relocation to my space
wasnt as strange as it now seems
because I found out that in a diner
relationships are relative you can find
a stranger across the table or a lover
from across the room
At some point during that year
something occurred to me If I was
supposed to be out in that dubious
real world then why was everything
so surreal Did I learn much Maybe
Do I miss it Never Am I glad I went
through it There are times where my
answer to that could go either way I
guess what I should tell you the big
lesson they want me to give you about
how Im different is that life will
come at you no matter where you are
and ifyoure willing to take it for what
it is and for what it isnt then youll
find yourself in a place where true
personal growth can occur Now
Im not saying that I think Im bet-
ter and worldlier than anyone else
because Ive spent some time on the
outside My timeline just has a little
bit more stretch to it in one place
Call it diversity call it difference call
it what you will but at the end of the
day if youre willing to sit back and
learn from where you are then I sup-
pose what Im trying to say is that its
not really the where that matters
but what youre willing to find in the
world that youve got
This is the first in a series ofcol-
umns from students examining unique
perspectives on their lives at Kenyon
BY EB DEBRUIN
Guest Columnist
XNO
Yes art is neccesary fun part of education
tell those of you whove had friends
graduate and have already heard their
horror stories of the other side all
is not lost
Ifyou want the horror stories of
living on minimum wage read Barba-
ra EhrenmcWs Nickel and Dimed Im
not going to go into it here Theres
no real point After awhile its just a
young white middle- class kid whin-
ing about being young and white but
not middle- class What I am going
to tell you is this Never for one mo-
ment let your guard down Im not
talking about a throw a chair on the
first day sort of thing My warning
regards the ease with which you can
let yourself slip into the everyday
pattern of the life you find yourself
in and never look around every once
and while to say to yourself Well
gosh this is different
Not that life will let you forget
For example Ive met guys in the past
who are into WWII they love to
collect books from both sides they
adore reminding you of delightfully
inane facts like how Churchill com-
missioned a plane made out of ice
and wood and could go on about
this battle or that for hours with the
excitement of a dog who remembers
he has a tail and must chase it off his
own butt My roommate put all of
them in the dust
I still remember waking up one
morning pouring pellet- shaped
chocolate rice bits out of a bag into
the one bowl I guessed was the clean-
est still shaking the sleep out of my
eyes when my roommate stepped
out of his room looking for all the
world like an extra from the set
of Band of Brothers This twenty-
something boy Id been conned into
sharing rent with was one of the few
and very proud WWII re- enactors
Most of the pieces of his uniform
were the real thing hed even found
an actual folding spade from the war
that he clutched with the pride of a
new mother holding her first child
He went over every article he owned
with me detailing their former lives
and various uses often going into
gory details Supposedly when in a
tight spot a solider could wield his
folding spade to split open the skull
of an attacker It also dug holes to
poo in I reminded him We never
got along very well
So with that in my home it isnt
hard to believe that I spent most of
my time when I wasnt working or
sleeping at diners If youve never re-
ally been to a diner and Im talking
the greet the regulars and have your
usual waiting for you at your table
sort of thing youre missing out on
one of the last great American time
wasters Back then I was at a point
in my life when I was still trying to
convince myself that I wanted to be a
writer and it didnt help much when I
met the occasional high school friend
who asked me what I had written
lately What those friends didnt
seem to realize was that I labeled my-
self a writer with the pride of one who
is able to form letters but who could
claim no other link to the profession
in the same spirit I could easily call
detail the effectiveness of individ-
ual style I also want to dance and
paint and learn music but there are
only so many semesters
Fine arts may not be every-
ones cup of tea but neither are
the natural sciences or the social
sciences or the humanities Thats
the point One of the most valuable
tenets of a liberal arts education is
the demand it places on each of us
to sacrifice the comfort of profi-
ciency for the potential of broader
horizons So if you love art enjoy
your many options here And if
you hate art think of the fine arts
requirement as a no thank you
bite of an opportunity you may
not be served again you might
surprise yourself
the study of artistic expression as
therapeutic tedious foreign or
fundamental coming up with a
way to justify the need for a fine
arts requirement is a silencing en-
deavor not for lack of evidence
but rather for too much of it
Like so many things at Ke-
nyon the fine arts requirement
is what you make of it and I am
having a hard time picking just one
route My memories of freshman
year will always be filled with late
nights in the photography lab and
the acquired ability to use black
and white pictures to document my
days Really you can apply things
you learn in a class like photogra-
phy to all other areas of your life
the value ofpatience the impact of
When people find out I took
a year off before attending college
they tend to give me a variety of reac-
tions but one question is usually the
same Where did you go Now to
be honest there was a time when I
ardently wished my answer could be
Oh mostly backpacking around Eu-
rope and a little bit of Asia exploring
the world and really finding myself
Thats the answer people tend to
expect too So when I say Oh you
know I stayed in Minnesota got an
apartment and a job and that sort of
thing people tend to nod with bare-
ly disguised disappointment Each
time its as if I can see their visions
of wild stories involving dark exotic
men with names like Rodrigo and
karmatic explosions ofself- discovery
on foreign peaks flee their heads as
they suddenly remember they had
something else to do in some other
place that isnt anywhere near me
Either I get that reaction or I get
people who are trembling with excite-
ment when they hear that Ive spent
time in the real world When that
happens theres a whole set of new
questions My favorite one to date is
Whats it like As ifbeing given the
monthly chance to mess up my credit
score in five different ways is like be-
ing an astronaut with experiences
that can be related in the same tone
one would use to describe first seeing
earth from outer space It was beauti-
ful really Theres nothing like it You
begin to realize just how small you are
when you wake up three times in one
night to the sound ofyour neighbors
arguing and then three more times to
the sound of them making up
Taking a year off was one of the
most intensely lonely experiences of
my life Sure friends would call every
now and again and the conversa-
tions were pretty standard Theyd
say College is great we had a peace
rally today to save exploited workers
in Honduras and I then I hooked up
with the guy who was in charge of the
megaphone and I would respond
Im glad to hear it Something
great happened to me today too a
kid puked in the bathroom at work
and I didnt have to clean it up The
suddenly limited amount of contact
with people my own age with shared
interests made it hard but I couldnt
begrudge my friends the romance of
college any more than I could deny
the surly What in the heck do you
want flowers for sort of lover that
my life was However I am here to
BY EMILY BURNS
Guest Columnist
When asked her opinion
of the fine arts requirement at
Kenyon Jenni Schneiderman 08
stated art is different from any
other class because its a form of
therapy Whether one perceives
No schedule cluttered enough as is
J 1
dent and perhaps I am I am not a
particularly talented actor I cannot
paint draw or sculpt beyond the
skill of a 3- yearold and I think it
is silly that I should be made to by
Kenyons registrar Those who take
art courses and enjoy them should
be free to take as many as they de-
sire and supplement other course
requirements with art courses
There is a serious lack of cours-
es like art history which are already
overbooked with students who
want to get out of any real art
courses It is this evidence that I put
forward to the College without any
expectation of the Colleges policy
changing that art courses should
not be required For art majors Of
course For us untalented and over-
worked people Maybe not
actedpaintedgrafittied lately
These thoughts after admis-
sion quickly changed for me
Suddenly I was confronted with
filling a schedule with courses that
Id like to take and at the same time
satisfying major requirements My
dream had been to come to college
so I could study what I wanted to
study not what I had to I acted
in high school and was part of the
technical theater team there When
I came to college I did not expect to
have such requirements on my class
choices Being an English major I
write a lot and consider this an art
form in itself It isnt according to
the College
I may give the impression that
I am particularly dissatisfied with
the requirements given to each stu
BY J ULWICK
Guest Columnist
The art requirement at Ken-
yon seems like a good idea at the
outset One thinks Hmm an ex-
cellent liberal arts education should
be wel- lrounded and I have not
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Harry Potter grows up Hogwarts no longer for kids
BY ERIN ELLINGWOOD
Staff Writer
Harry Potter and the Goblet ofFire
Directed by Mike Newell
4 and a half out of5 stars
I am not going to pretend that
anyone reading this has not at least
heard a friend ranting about Harry
Potter and his friends at the Hog-
warts School ofWitchcraft and Wiz-
ardry I am also more than willing to
bet that most of you have read at least
one of the novels Harry Potter and
the Goblet of Fire stands as the fourth
book in the planned seven- book
series and the latest film to join its
blockbuster predecessors Directed
by the series first English director
Mike Newell Four Weddings and
a Funeral this film may come as
somewhat of a shock in content to
those who only follow the on- screen
action Newell does an excellent
job of transitioning the series into
the darker realm that first started
to emerge in Harry Potter and the
Prisoner ofAzkaban a realm that is
much less happygolu- cky and more
Harryg- rowsup
In Goblet Harry Potter faces
some of his greatest challenges yet
including a deadly tournament in
moviesyahoocom
wont get him out of trouble
of the series is more apparent than
ever as Lord Voldemort finally makes
his return This is one movie your
8- yearold brother should definitely
stay away from
The events in Goblet force Harry
Potter and company to realize that
though they may be more protected
while at school tragedy finds a way
to worm itself into even the safest of
Harry Potter He may be a wizard but that
which he is wrongfully entered
increasing reports of disturbing
happenings related to the sinister
Voldemorts loyal followers lethal
fire- breathingdragons and ofcourse
getting a date for the school dance
Newell skillfully weaves a story that is
dark in essence but still has its laughou-
tloud moments But dont let the
jokes fool you the horror element
American rock stars a dying breed
A lesson from across the Atlantic
Susis Sweet N Spicy
3 North Main St Mount Vernon OH 43050
have improved vastly in skill They no
longer seem to simply act the parts of
Harry Ron and Hermione but rather
have taken the characters and made
them their own
All in all Harry Potter and the
Goblet ofFire is a welcome addition
to an already well- established empire
However if you go expecting to see
the book transformed exactly to the
screen expect to be disappointed
At 752 pages in hardback the book
is the second- longest in the printed
series only beaten by the fifth in-
stallment at 870 pages and turning
such a lengthy book into film is a
task any competent director would
and should fear Newell does a com-
mendable job in concentratingon the
essential elements of the plot that are
necessary for the story to move for-
ward in the next movie Goblet may
contain several large storylines but
not all of them are exactly important
So if youre looking for SPEW or a
playby- play of the Quidditch World
Cup you will be sorely disappointed
But if you go expecting to see the
continuing journey of a reluctant
hero who finds himself confronting
greater and greater evils with each
new day then you will be rewarded
with a truly engrossing experience
that will leave you laughing gasping
and crying for more
once accurately remarked As a result
instead of true personalities our ce-
lebrities have become dimeadoz- en
cardboard impressions ofcelebrities
more concerned with avoiding the
tabloids and sucking up to journalists
than anything else What they dont
realize is what distinguishes great
music from the norm is personality
The English understand this and as a
result have had a thriving music scene
since the days of The Beatles The
American tendency to shy away from
personality flairs in favor of finding a
lackluster middle ground has caused
the American rock music scene to re-
main rather stagnant for large patches
of the last 30- plus years
What can be done about this
problem Well first we can broaden
our horizons by taking a page from
the Brits and enjoying the main-
stream We need to purge this ri-
diculous notion that being popular
means being less of an artist It you
liked a song when you first heard
it why would you like it less simply
because your friends now know who
you are talking about Re- establish
the long lost art of being a fan and
stand by your band through thick
and thin Once this type of die- hard
fandom is re- awakened perhaps
bands will no longer have to fear the
mainstream since they know their fan
base will still love them if they make
it When this happens a lot of good
music wasting away in obscurity will
hopefully see the light of day and
the whole music community will be
better for it
i places a lesson which Ken
yon students and faculty can
all appreciate Life is even
more difficult for the young
wizard hero because not
only is he constantly fighting
against a darker power but
Harry himself is transition-
ing into adolescence and
finding that not all changes
are welcome ones
However not every-
thing is gloom and doom
thanks to Newell who finds
creative ways to mark this
film as the turning point
in the series Composer
Patrick Doyle mixes the old
with the new in the films
refreshingly unique take
on the original themes and
score by John Williams The
art direction team contin-
ues to amaze with a more
expanded detailed setting
that is explored to greater heights
than it has ever been before how do
they even get to the Owlery The
cameos in this film are also not to be
missed Miranda Richardson Ralph
Fiennes and Gary Oldman to name a
few And thanks in large part to the
acting boot camp he sent them to
Newells three leading actors though
they are not at their full potential
of indie music in the early 90s
American artists have learned to fear
the mainstream like the plague The
last thing any respectable artist would
want to do is become popular its the
worse thing that can happen to their
career Ask any hipster on the street
about their favorite band and theyll
most likely reply with some group
youve never heard of Apparently all
the bands that you like and possibly
all the bands that youve ever heard
are either sell- outs or manufactured
Who knew Thankfully the British
have managed to see past the politics
of being an artist and just listen to
the music
This is why the American Rock
Star is a dying breed Bands are too
afraid to admit they want to be
famous or else they spitefully claim
that being famous is a bad thing
British bands on the other hand
are not afraid to come right out and
say Listen to us were good and we
intend to become the biggest band
in the world Ever since the exces-
sive ego- driven determination of
the stars of the 90s Britpop revival
embodied most notably in the likes
of Oasis British music fans have
learned to embrace mainstream suc-
cess as the ultimate goal rather than
the ultimate curse
And with the embrace of success
comes the embrace of ego In Amer-
ica theres nothing we hate more
than when a celebrity seems to get a
big head Americans like their pop-
stars like Mickey Mouse squeaky
clean and plain Alex James of Blur
1
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Espressos Cop puccinos Coffees
Fine Comfort Food Daily Specials Desserts
Eat in Pick up Delivery
74039- 24600
Monday- Thursday 630 am 700 pm
Friday 630 am 900 pm
Saturday 800 am 900 pm Closed Sunday
BY PHIL MILLER
StaffWriter
Pete Doherty is currently one of
the biggest names in British music
but many people here in America
have never heard of him Mention-
ing that he was once part of the now
defunct band The Libertines might
spark a few memories but the likel-
ihood of the average music listener
knowing much beyond this is low
In the UK however Jie has nearly
obtained the status ofa national hero
among young people For nearly a
year now the British tabloids and
music magazines followed every
detail of Petes life from his sorrow-
ful ejection from The Libertines
his tragic stints in jail and rehab his
romance with Kate Moss and finally
his triumphant return to music with
his new band Babyshambles All this
attention has caused Petes career to
take on that all- important sense of
mythology that every great band from
The Beatles to Nirvana has had He
is not just another musician in the
eyes of the British youth he is a hero
of folklore He is a Rock Star in the
truest sense of the word and people
love him because of it
Here in America we have no one
like Pete Thats because we have a spe-
cial word for this sense of cultivated
mythology he has obtained We refer
to it as a publicity stunt Should any
band appear in say Rolling Stone for
more than two or three consecutive
weeks you can bet that their days are
numbered Thanks to the outbreak
Movie Schedule for December 9- 13
The Chronicles of Narnia
400 700 1000 also at 100 on SatSun
The Chronicles of Narnia
515 800 also at 230 on SatSun
Aeon Flux
510 710 910 also at 110 and 310 on SatSun
Just Friends
520 720 920 also at 1 20 and 320 on SatSun
Yours Mine and Ours
515715915 also at 115 and 315 on SatSun
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
400 700 1000 also at 100 on SatSun
Walk the Line
420 700 940 also at 130 on SatSun
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your worries awayDanswer
BYKATYCOSSE
AEEditor
Theres a fun game to play at dance
performances without looking at the
program See if you can pick the chore-
ographer out of the performers It can be
more difficult when the choreographer
isnt performing but when she or he is
its an engaging test to determine whose
sense of movement and rhythm whose
body and personality produced the work
onstage It was an especially reward-
ing game in this semesters Danswers
Co- op this year represented a new
level for the organization as experienced
choreographers matured and new chore-
ographers stepped up
Particularly evident this year were
works by the co- directors Allyson Whip-
ple 06 and Cait Watkins 08 Whipples
First Stage Second Stage and Third
Stage a triptych presented throughout
the show revealed the true nature of
ballerina ice queens everywhere En
pointe Whipple and Rebekah Morris
07 progressed from tiffs at the barre to
an all- out war in tutus in a battle that
Arts
series of purposely over- indulgent spins
and leaps with Merrill following right be-
ll in d Alternately embracing and pulling
away girls have cooties remember they
translated music to literal movement in
a way that may only be kosher under the
strains of Cyndi Laupers Time after
Time The piece avoided the risk of
repetitivenessandbroughtagigglynerdy
joy that reached into the audience
The new choreographers filled out
the show with a variety ofclean cohesive
pieces Morris wove the steps ofher lyrical
ballet Kaledioscope in and over the strains
of the beautifully layered music she
chose Juniors Oona Shotwell and Molly
Cockett used Ace ofBase to create their
Swedish Pop Fantasy making full use of
the stage and chairs they brought on
and the cheery piece achieved the most
even performance level of the group
sets Look for more strength and energy
as these choreographers take more risks
in their future pieces A newcomer to
Co- op choreography and dance Katia
Heinzman 09 presented a technically
rich bclly- dancingpiece withJamiLh less
come hither and more observe how its
done Heinzman herselfwas impressive
in articulate and subde movement ofher
hips it may have served her better to use
the different levels ofskill and personality
in a less unison- based piece
It wasnt hard to find the cho-
reographers in this semesters Co-
op their enthusiasm and personal-
ity were contagious There were few
problems with confidence and level
of performance often a weak point
for the Co- op At best the Co- op is a
fun and engaging show to round out
the semester and Sundays production
was among the strongest of their past
productions adding another brand of
diversity and enthusiasm to Kenyons
performance scenejoint concert
flawless organization of its sections
made most evident in Zoltan Kodalys
arrangement ofJesus and the Traders
Their closing piece an arrangement by
Stefan Kalmer ofAct I Scene I ofWil-
liam Shakespeares phy Miicbeth entided
IfJjen Shall We Twee Meet was by far
die pinnacle ofthe performance leaving
the audience in astonishment Though
the choir took an unnecessary amount
of time messily rearranging themselves
in the three smaller choirs representing
the three witches oiMacbeth diey m ore
than made up for this minor fault with
dieir sheer mastery of the piece
The choirs combined at the end of
the show for a performance ofdie Xhosa
protest hymn Bawo Thixo Somandla
Though I found the accompanying hand
motions and dancing to be a bit ofa spec-
tacle it was refreshing to see a choir that
genuinely enjoyed what it was perform-
ing The joy ofdie singers was infectious
and the audience left the performance
thoroughly entertained
wasnt so much about being the best
ballerina as it was about being die last
one standing Whipples choreography
was at its strongest when the performers
used their technique to figuratively and
literally trip each other up and Morris
wonderfully pinched face and lifted nose
contributed as much to her eventual vic-
tory as any straight- kneed bourree could
have done
The Hottness choreographed by
Watkins used more dancers to contrast
tighter gestural steps with larger move-
ment around the stage Set to The Hives
Walk Idiot Walk the dance was best
in its funkier walklikean- Egyprian and
Robot moments Watkins clearly had a
character in mind here and a tone too
that ventured beyond playful and into
something a bit kinkier and a bit more
self- aware my only regret is I never felt
the full force ofwhat that was
Watkins second piece 8h Grade
co- choreographed with Ryan Merrill 07
presented the comic virtuosity that can
only emerge from younglove or junior
high infatuation Though they began
arms- length apart Watkins spun out in a
and large stage presence blocking most
of the sopranos One of the most disap-
pointing pieces selected for the program
was poet Carl Sandburgs Fog arranged
by Phyllis Zimmerman While it was
an innovative choice and made a very
artistic break in the program I felt that
the synchronized breathing required in
the pieces opening did litde to display
the talent ofthe singers The highlight of
their performance was a medley of four
Robert Frost poems arranged by Randall
Thompson The beauty of Frost s words
was paired perfecdy with the smooth
and melodic sounds from the choir
They closed with Ira Gershwin and
Aaron Coplands Younger Generation
adding an unusual yet highly entertain-
ing cap to the program
The Chamber Singers opted for
a more traditional program of songs
including biblical passages and psalms
set to music I found that the groups
greatest attribute was its ability to cre-
ate one powerful voice through the
for RENT
haunting solo Halloween There were
far fewer moments of random fate for
him to reflect on
Certain scenes that feel exciting
or emotional in the musical just felt
embarrassing on film such as Today 4
U in which I found myself having to
work overtime to suspend disbeliefat this
almost middle- aged drag queen dancing
around a starkly realistic setting to her
companions whimsical and unsurprised
expressions
When the characters argue through
song after Angels funeral Columbus
has them do so in a cemetery Logical
enough but theres something about
Roger coming out like a wood nymph
from behind a tree to deliver his sophis-
ticated zinger to Mimi that really made
me focus on all the wrong things Seeing
Maureen before her much- discussed
endofAc- tOne entrance immediately
short- circuited my excitement
By the time One Song Glory
Without You and What You Own
were over I was about ready to write the
Motion Picture Association ofAmerica
and politely request that they ban the
montage immediately Arent the lyrics
and the human pathos behind these
songs enough to get the message across
without making us feel like were watch-
ing a Britney Spears video or being sold
cologne Id paid 10 to see a wonderful
story acted and sung by talented people
not to be so blatandy manipulated
Ultimately the movies main advan-
tage centered on its realistic view of die
specificity of Larsons world However
this also wound up being its main disad-
vantage from the singing and dancing
but otherwise alltoo- realistic AIDS
patients to Maureen andJoannes parents
attempting to be real- and completely
new- characters This contradiction
came to a head during What You Own
when we see Roger playing his guitar in
Santa Fe Sure hed said he was going
to go to Santa Fe and leave it all behind
In the logic of the film world where
the closedop- enroad is your oyster it
would make sense to slap Adam Pascal
down in a car and put some wind in his
disconcertingly long hair
Hang on Roger in a car Roger
actually in Santa Fe playing his Fender
No I do not think so It seems to me
that Columbus missed a crucial point
Larson didnt put Roger in a convertible
for a clear reason We do not see Santa
Fe because like La Bohemes Rodolfos
rich dying uncle Santa Fe is not real It
is barely a possibility
Okay SowhydidiArrneedto
shrink down to the silver screen I sup-
pose there are several answers ranging
from the possibility of attracting a new
generation to its music and themes all the
way to the sheer power of its original cast
re- united once more Im still not entirely
sure what the answer is and maybe this
adaptation could have waited 10 more
years However I do commend Chris
Columbus for seeing themes in RENT
with which he wanted newer audiences
to contend I may not agree with every
one of his choices but they were spe-
cific and bold and obviously elicited by
Larsons emotionally charged manifesto
Perhaps other than a carte blanche for
diis reviewer to sing along that is die best
response we can hope for
Relevance
BY ADRIENNE BORIS
Stiffllhter
The familiar piano chords of Sea-
sons of Love sounded full of promise
With most ofthe original cast united and
Larsons score to back them up I optimist-
ically surmised WelL This just cannot
be bad However by December 24th 9
RM 1989 I had already begun missing
the kinetic energy once felt seeing the live
production and hearing these lines sung I
continued to watch as a Hollywood- ized
version ofpoverty and desperation- set to
music ofcourse- unfolded before me
But wait Its not all bad There are
after all several advantages to the gold
coins of Hollywood Chris Columbus
panoramic vision ofJonathan Larsons
world seen to particular advantage in
the first ensemble number RENTT lent
a sharp specificity and even a fear- factor
to it that the intentionally spare design
ofthe Nederlander Theatre cannot hope
to capture Although the East Village
looked a little bit like Calcutta Colum-
bus made the omnipresence of poverty
impossible to forget
I applaud director Columbus for
allowing the original cast to reunite for
the project Special attention however
should be given to the luminous Jesse L
Martin unquestionably the best singer
actor on the screen and newcomer Rosa-
rio Dawson Dawson tackled the intrica-
cies ofMovie Mimi with intelligence and
consistency Unlike Musical Mimi we
have to see Movie Mimi actually work-
ing at the Cat Scratch Club a disturbing
setting even in relation to the rest ofcitys
bleakness Dawson does not play suffer-
ing Also thanks to movie magic Mimi
is no longer Daphne Rubin- Vega in her
prime but truly resembles the shell of a
beautiful woman sucked dry by drugs
and disease
A few ofColumbus unique choices
also stand out in my mind as brilliant new
lenses for the themes ofRENT Among
these is a fascinating rendition of the wist-
ful song Santa Fe done on a subway car
complete with anonymous commuters
and pole choreography What better way
to illustrate the stifled hopes ofa generation
stuck in a small and smoggy place I also
particukrly enjoyed the choices surround-
ing La Vie Boheme and in particular
Mimi and Rogers I Should Tell You set
next to a dumpster in the snow I usually
hate that song but the beauty ofthe snow
combined with the sudden silence and
emptiness of the scene really helped me
understand its purpose
However for every positive Co-
lumbus addition there was at least one
choice that made me sit up and grimace
The characters go frequendy to an AIDS
support group called Life Support and
lets face it Life Supports real counter-
point probably did not take place on
a stylish corner of a stage The films
fluorescendy lit and shabbily decorated
church basement much more accurately
reflected the characters stakes However
their spoken dialogue made it frankly
embarrassing when they no cliche
intended here literally held hands and
sang Not to mention the fact that Act
I was split up over the course of several
days completely destroying the whirl-
wind and youthful feel of die musicals
first half No wonder drey cut out Marks
Kevin Guckes
The fall dance concert premieres this weekend Abi Rollins 06 and her part-
ner encagle themselves during one of the pieces
Kenyon singers unite in
BY LESLIE PARSONS
AE Assistant
On Saturday Dec 3rd the Knox
County Community Choir and Ke-
nyon College Chamber Singers per-
formed a joint concert in Rosse Hall
The program included an eclectic list of
songs ranging from choral classics like
Let Their Celestial Concerts All Unite
performed by the Community Choir
to the South African protest hymn
Bawo Thixo Somandla performed by
both choirs
The Community Choir per-
formed first accompanied by pianist
and Adjunct Instructor ofPiano Patricia
Pelfrey and featured solos performed by
community member soprano Alison
Furlong soprano Aubrey Wade 08
soprano Erin Fleming 08 and baritone
Alex Broder09 My only complaint with
the technical aspects ofthe performance
was the piano It hindered the choir
more than it helped with its poor sound
Kenyons Christian a capella group die Cornerstones will be performing Wed Dec 14di at 730 pm in Rosse
Hall Their selections include songs by Cacdmons Call a song by Ben Harper and the Blind Boys of Alabama and many
others They will also be performing popular songs from past performances a first for diis group As die holiday season is
fast approaching they plan on performing a few Christmas favorites Its on a reading day this year making it the perfect
study break said Cornerstones President Bethany Shopland 06 The Cornerstones will be holding auditions for new
members at die beginning of die new semester
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Lords basketball begins new season respectably
they felt quite the opposite about
their game at Allegheny College
on Saturday The Lords fell behind
halfway into the first half after a 8- 0
Allegheny run and were never able
to catch up falling77- 68The bright
spot of the game was forward Bryan
Yelvington 09 scoring 31 points
The large both in size and
numbers as well as talented freshman
class has been exciting to watch so far
this season While both Galloway
and Croci expressed excitement over
the impact the new class has brought
to the team Coach Croci warned
of the importance of not relying
too heavily on the new guys The
freshmen are all having a big impact
We have to be careful not to lean on
them too much Freshmen tend to be
a little inconsistent so that is when
well lean on our upperclassmen to
lead us the right way
The Lords hope to get over the
500 mark at home this Saturday
3 pm versus Earlham College at
Tomsich Arena
Wednesday versus Washington
Jefferson College at Tomsich
Arena In a game with multiple lead
changes and a tie with little over two
minutes in play the Lords were able
to hold on for a victory against the
Presidents 67- 66 The Lords were
led by some great outside shooting
by Matt Formato 06 who netted 15
points and was helped on the inside
by Tyler Rehm 06 who had a team
high 16 points
The Lords lost to Washington 8c
Jefferson College last season so beat-
ing them this year shows the team is
improving Galloway said I think
the WJ game was big for us just
because it gave us some confidence
after a bad game against Muskingum
and showed that we can play tough
at home something that we havent
done a great job of in the past Coach
Croci said The win against WJ
was really important They are much
better than their record indicates
While the Lords were happy
with their victory on Wednesday
BYERICKTAFT
Staff Reporter
The Kenyon College mens
basketball team has started the sea-
son with a respectable 3- 3 record
Considering Kenyons start in recent
seasons they were 0- 6 at this time
last year you would expect them
to be happy However this Lords
team has much higher expectations
for themselves Head Coach Matt
Croci said of the teams start We
have mixed emotions about the start
of the season Although we are off
to a remarkably better start than in
past years there is a lot of room for
improvement
One of the team captains Arlen
Galloway 06 had similar feelings
to his coachs about the even start
While were 3- 3 and have shown
that we can win in close games I re-
ally feel that we have not played at the
level we are capable ofplaying
One of the close games the
Lords were able to win was on
f 1ft s H
x is
r
Ali Kittle
Josh KJingcr 08 dribbles through the opposition The Lords started the season 3- 3
Ladies begin season with best start in schools history
conference win and protect their
unblemished record
I dont think we realized how
hard conference play is going to be
said Moreno Were going to be
getting everybodys best game in all
of our conference games
Morenos 1 3 points and 8 assists
coupled with Dugans team- high 18-
point game pushed the Ladies past
a scrappy Gator team
Helfant attributed the Ladies
struggles against the Gators to the
amount of road games they have had
to play in the beginning of the sea-
son We were tired physically and
mentally on Saturday said Helfant
Everyone in the conference isirhas-
ing us We need to be more mentally
prepared for our next conference
game
After trailing early Moreno
scored backtob- ack three- point
field goals at the 400 mark in the
first half and Kenyon entered the
Zeanah 06 who led the Ladies with
18 points But Zeanah was quick
to point out that the Ladies suc-
cess thus far has truly been a group
effort
Ive been really impressed with
how our team has so many diffetent
options Weve had five different
people step in for each game and play
well she said It just goes to show-
how much depth we have and its
going to make it difficult for teams
to defend against us
The Ladies took their depth
into the holiday weekend and earned
another tournament victory in the
North Park VikingClassicwitha61-
58 win over Carleton College and
a 56- 47 win over host North Park
University Kenyon relied on the
long- ball in both contests and was a
combined 18o- f32 563 percent
during its two games
Guard Liz Narducci 07 echoed
Zeanahs sentiments on the Ladies
depth Everyone has really stepped
up and so far our consistency has
really impressed me At this point
in the season our hard work in pre-
season and practice is starting to pay
off already
The Ladies continued play on
the road Wednesday when they
headed to Cincinnati to take on the
College of Mount St Joseph and im-
proved to 6- 0 with a 70- 55 victory in
another non- conference contest
After traveling to Cleveland to
take on Case Western University on
Wednesday night in another road-
contest the Ladies will continue
conference play at home against
Earlham College at 100 pm on
Saturday
In the next couple conference
games we plav we really need to
make a statement said Moreno
We need to show the rest of the
conference theyre going to have to
work to beat us
people step up every game Its really
a joint effort
The Ladies opened the regular
season with two convincing wins
against Marian College and Centre
College to claim the Centre Col-
lege Country HearthLees Famous
Recipe Tournament championship
for the second year running
Holding the Marian College
Knights to just 233 percent shoot-
ing from the floor the Ladies relied
on the offensive power of guards
Moreno and Hillary Gowins 08
who combined for 20 of the Ladies
48 points After trailing early the La-
dies took a 29- 19 lead into halftime
and held the Knights to 15 second-
half points to earn a 48- 34 victory in
their first contest of the season
The momentum carried over to
the Ladies match- up against Centre
College where the Ladies notched
the championship for the tourna-
ment championship for the second
consecutive year Kenyon was led by
post Eva George 08 who earned her
first career double- double with 10
rebounds and 1 5 points carrying the
Ladies to a 65- 5 1 victory
Eva did a lot of work in the
off- season and came in very prepared
physically for the season But shes
also matched that strength with
confidence and focus and has really
stepped up for us in the early part of
this season said Tri- Captain Megan
Sheasby 06
Georges performance earned
her the tournaments MVP honors
and Sheasby who combined for
13 points and shot 3- of4 from
three- point range joined her on the
al- ltournament team
The Ladies took their offensive
momentum into their home- opener
against the Bethany College Bison
posting a convincing 82- 58 win
Kenyon relied on strong leadership
from forward and Tri- Captain Katy
locker- room with a 34- 28 advan-
tage
Dugan opened the second half
with a quick lay- up putting the La-
dies ahead 36- 28 but Allegheny was
relentless and with five threes and a
13- 4 run held their first lead 41- 40
with 1 634 remaining on the clock
The game stayed close through-
out the second half but after trading
threes with the Gators at the 620
mark Kenyon took the lead for the
final time gaining an eight- point
lead with another lay- up by Dugan
with 106 remaining
Despite her impressive indi-
vidual performance Moreno attri-
butes the Ladies success to a team
effort We get contributions from
everybody when they play Nobody
feels the pressure to do everything
themselves
Helfant echoed these senti-
ments commenting The beauty of
our team is that a different group of
This season was definitely the
best for a variety of reasons said
Heiser Our team was a lot smaller
this year than in previous seasons
which at first seemed to be an over-
whelming disadvantage however it
forced us to really unite and become
very close as a team Also our team
was basically all underclassmen and
although that was a challenge we were
able to overcome those obstacles and
win which was amazing
Im going to miss the 15 min-
utes we get before every practice
said Heiser Our coach really values
a time to decompress before we start
the actual practice and it was always a
time to catch up with everyone about
the days events lay around in the sun
and just enjoy everyone
BY EMILEE KASER
Staff Reporter
After defeating conference
rival Allegheny College 64- 58 the
Kenyon womens basketball team
met the challenge of a tough early-
season road schedule with a perfect
7- 0 record and the best start in the
programs 32- year history
I think its an indication of
hard work and dedication Its a nice
way to recognize that these girls
work very hard said Head Coach
Suzanne Helfant Weve had some
good wins in other peoples gyms
after Wednesday it will be nice to
play four games at home
The seventh victory didnt
come easily The contest went back
and forth for most of the game and
the Ladies relied heavily on the of-
fensive performances of guard Alisha
Moreno 08 and post Anne Dugan
08 to propel them to their first
BY CHARLIE KELLEHER
Sports Editor
Blair Heiser 06 has been a mem-
ber of the Ladies soccer team for the
past three years She is a psychology
major with a minor in anthropology
and she has applied to start with Teach
for America after she graduates She is
a member of Kenyon Student Athletes
and the Neuroscience Club
Kenyon has meant more to me
than I can express said Heiser It
challenges me academically on a daily
basis and has given me a place to really
grow as an individual
What has meant the most to me
at Kenyon is soccer she continued
Throughout my three years I have
seen this program transform from a
Meet the Players
Blair Heiser
team that succeeds simply on heart
to a team of talented individuals who
play not only for themselves but also
for the players before them With the
Courtesy of Coich Walters
support of the alumni our coach and
every team member Ive played with
since LVe been here I have really felt
like Kenyon soccer is a truly unique
experience that very few people can
understand
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Ice hockey fights hard against Big Red falls short
year said Ariel Heifer 08
It was obvious that Denison
had more practice time than we
had said John Gilsenan 08 We
did really well considering that
we dont even have a set practice
schedule I think we did really well
BY JESSE OPPENHEIM
Sports Editor
The Lords ice hockey team
lost to Denison University Big Red
9- 8 on Friday Dec 2 This loss
puts the Lords at 1- 1 having de
Ladies place second at Miami Invitational
Women swimmers beat out Division I competition best 11 other schools
all things considered
The Lords received an early
boost from Joey Furnari 09 and
Andrew Haas 08 Furnari went on
to be accompanied by Dan Butters
09 and Will OKeefe 08 each of
whom scored two goals
400- yard medley relay with a time
of 35401 In the 800- yard freestyle
relay Kenyons relay took a fourth-
place time of74052 At the end of
the day the University of Denver
won the invitational with 12225
points Kenyon Ladies swimming
continues its season at the University
of North Dakota on Jan 5
feared the Oberlin College Yeomen
10- 0 in their previous game
Although they lost the Lords
led by Stu Herrity 07 Ryan Baier
06 and John Schubel 07 feel
optimistic about the rest of their
season Were a lot better than last
Jessica Connors 07 won both
breaststroke events with automatic
qualifying times Having won the
100- yard breaststroke with a time of
10468 Connors then placed first
in the 200- yard breaststroke with
a time of 22110 Kate Coker 08
and Carolyn Barer 09 also cleared
NCAA automatic qualifying times
placing fifth against top Division
I competition Jamie Straub 08
finished sixth in the 1650- yard
freestyle automatically qualifying
for the NCAA Championship in a
time of 172 132
The Ladies relay teams posted
two more automatic qualifying
times first by placing fifth in the
BY PHILIP EDMUNDS
Staff Reporter
Kenyon Ladies swimming team
placed second of 13 teams at the
Miami University Invitational Not
only did the Ladies beat out Divi-
sion I competition but many swam
automatic qualifying times
Adam Sonnenfeld 08 the
goalie made some great saves after
the rest of us got tired said Fur-
nari Their next home game is on
Jan 21 at 9 pm against Northern
Kentucky University at Newark
Arena
Lords finish
fourth in
OSU meet
BY DANIEL PRAGER
StaffReporter
On Friday the Lords swim-
ming team traveled to Ohio
State University for the Ohio
State Invitational where they
finished fourth out of seven
teams in their first real test this
season Minnesota State won the
meet followed by Ohio State
with Penn State taking third
place The Lords finished ahead
of Michigan State Iowa State
and Purdue University
Travis Brennion 06 notched
three NCAA qualifying times
for the Lords propelling them
to fourth place He took third
place in the 400- yard individual
medley 35721 fourth in the
200- yard individual medley
15243 and fourth in the
200- yard butterfly 1 5 1 62 All
these times qualified him for the
NCAA Division III champion-
ships
Also qualifying for the
NCAA championships were
Andrejs Duda 06 Davis Zains
07 Joey Gosselar 07 and the
400- yard medley relay team
Last week Assistant Coach
John Young expected to see
NCAA cuts personal bests and
good showings from the whole
team Although there were a
few NCAA cuts members of
the team felt that the meet could
have been better
Marc Christian 08 ex-
plained that he thought the
meet was okay and that the
team needs to be more united
and goal- oriented Young is
more specific he believes that
our sprinters need to find a way
to be better We are strong and
fit well spend a good part of the
next ten weeks being faster
The ultimate team goal is a
Division III championship In
the Lords first true test they
proved that although a champi-
onship is possible a lot of work
still needs to be done Christian
agrees that the team needs to
have a defined purpose
The Lords will compete
against the University of North
Dakota in Sarasota Florida on
Jan 7th and then face Ober-
lin College at Oberlin on the
13th
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Students and dining hall employees rally for work benefits with AVI
look like employees will be receiving
benefits and wages
Students described the atmo-
sphere at the Holiday Inn as supportive
I think it was really important that
students saw the workers face to face
that they care about the product they
produce for the student body said
Allison OFlinn 06 The dining hall
workers reactions to seeing all the
student support was very humbling
I hope that negotiations continue to
move forward and that more students
realize the amount of work that is put
into the food at Kenyon Whether or
not the food is favored does not change
the fact that many hours were spent on
preparing it by people who care a lot
about the students
Some of the workers were moved to
tears by the support
The food service employees were
impressed and very pleased said Rose
Kennelly a dining hall employee of
Saturdays student turnout We enjoy
the students We think our job is to
make them well- fed and comfortable
Were here for the students and were so
glad the students are here for us
Though the dining hall staff
seemed to generally appreciate the
student support it seems that many
students were drawn to the negotiation
meeting by allstus that claimed AVI
planned to hire employees as new
workers at minimum wage and that
employees would lose their sick days for
a year Both Kenyon administrators and
FOODSYSTEMS Incs proposed changes to
BY CHARLOTTE NUGENT
EditorinC- hief Emeritus
Despite freezing temperatures last
Saturday morning 50 to 70 students
made the short trek to the Holiday Inn
Express in Mount Vernon to show their
support for Kenyons dining hall staff
during their initial contract negotia-
tions with AVI FOODSYSTEMS Inc
The company will take over operations
of Kenyons dining halls from ARA-
MARK on Jan 2 2006
In my time as a union organizer
it was one of the most thrilling things
Ive seen and Im not overstating that
said Ken Ilg associate state director
for Unite HERE the union to which
Kenyons dining hall staff belongs
The union presented 1 1 requests
to AVI and AVI in turn suggested
five changes to the workers current
contract see accompanying box for
details of the proposed changes to the
contract On Tuesday Dec 13 the
workers will have a meeting which
will be open to students to discuss
the proposed terms of the contract
Further negotiations with AVI will
take place on Wednesday Dec 14 I
feel good about our ability to wrap this
thing up next week before we go on
break said Ilg
Tracie Mavrogianis a representa-
tive from AVI declined to comment
direcdy on the negotiations AVI and
the union are both working very
hard to come up with a satisfactory
agreement between both parties she
said Were a family company and
Kenyons a family group and thats why
were here
President S Georgia Nugent also
stressed ATs commitment to personal
relationships As we looked at AVI as
a potential company a number of staff
Ilg stressed that this was not the case
We have said from day one is that
no ones wages will be cut said Chief
Business Officer Dave McConnell I
can appreciate students concern about
the welfare of the employees but
people tend to be quick to draw con-
clusions based on little information
When you see folks say I dont want
to be an alarmist but well dont be an
alarmist try and find out the facts
Tami Kneese 06 sent the allstus
because she said workers expressed a de-
sire for students to show their support
for the negotiations Im involved just
because I really like a lot of the people
I talk to every day and they said they
wanted student involvement so I sent
an allstu about it said Kneese It does
AVI concerning the workers contract
With a few exceptions the company
agreed to all of those changes said Ilg
For instance language ensuring that
peoples seniority would be recognized
from original date of hire widi the Col-
lege and not widi AVI some language
allowing authorities to participate in
the unions political program and some
perm Lssion for employees to take part in
union- building programs
AM has not rejected any of the
unions requests outright but is recon-
sidering the union status of casual em-
ployees including students who work
large catered functions said Ilg The
unions position is diose people should
have union rights like anybody else and
the company hasnt rejected that but its
something they want to look at at our
next meeting
Odicr concerns
Though workers will have to fill
out applications for their jobs with
nevertheless attracts many faculty and
students who generally share those
values
Anne Rogers 05 visited Earl-
ham and evaluated the program
with Rutkoff Before visiting the
campus explained Rogers in a report
to President Nugent I was most im-
pressed with the philosophy behind
the program that there is a teacher
within every person and that
teaching is primarily about building
relationships that enable the learning
process Although skeptical at first
of such theories in practice Rogers
said What I found was that the
faculty and students truly do live out
this creed
Students enrolled in the program
make up small cohorts of around 20
students Each cohort begins in
carlyjune and completes the require-
ments for a teaching license by May
explained Shrock After candidates
are employed as full- time teachers
they take one more course
Rogers also praised the structure
of the program After only a few
months of classes students work with
summer school children and then
observe the classes of their mentor
teacher for a full semester Tie next
semester they teach in the same
members went around the country
visiting AVI sites she said One of
the things they found was not only a
high quality of food but they had really
been impressed by what seemed to be
the very warm relationship between
AVI managers and their employees
Ilg praised the student support
at the negotiations Typically in a
situation like this I have to reach out
to the students organize them and
explain that the workers interest is
theirs he said When we organized
workers at Case Western there was no
campus support whatsoever Here the
students get it its part of the culture
of that campus and I know the workers
feel theyre in a much stronger place
because the students are behind them
AVI
1 Change the workers unionspo- nsored
pension plan to a 401 k plan
2 Change die workers health insur-
ance provider
3 Issue the workers two uniforms a
year instead of their current four or
more uniforms
4 Combine the worker seniority lists
from Gund and Peirce into a single
list
5 Have the opportunity to split
vacated full- time jobs into multiple
part- tune positions
Tentative Compromises
According to Ken Ilg Associ-
ate State Director for Unite HERE
Kenyonsdininghall employees union
AVI and die union have reached tenta-
tive compromises on multiple Issues
concerning staff uniforms and senior-
ity lists but Ilg stressed that nothing
has been decided for certain The
details of those are going to be revealed
in full to employees at a meeting on
GPA of 30 or higher are guaranteed
an interview Students will also be
provided with an option for early
decision which will inform them of
their acceptance the spring semester
of their junior year
The arrangement looks to in-
crease general student awareness of
the program In the future a represen-
tative will come from Earlham more
frequently and there is discussion of
developing formal literature includ-
ing a brochure directed at Kenyon
students Also prospective students
will have the opportunity to visit
Earlhams campus and observe the
program for themselves
Kenyon faculty who have
worked with the program all empha-
sized its appeal to Kenyon students
Professor of American Studies Peter
Rutkoff who played a primary role in
establishing the connection between
Earlham and Kenyon said In addi-
tion to the Quaker spirit of decency
and cooperation at Earlham the
program can be accomplished in
11 months is relatively affordable
gets students into the classroom
almost immediately and is small and
intimate
If I would emphasize anything
said Tobin it is the quality of the
Earlham offers an educational experience to those interested in teaching
New pact allows students to easily matriculate into a Master ofArts Teaching program with various applicant benefits
contracts
AVI many view this as a technicality
The matter of reapplication is re-
ally a logistical one said President S
Georgia Nugent They will now have
a new employer and youve got to get
into the system of the new emplover
According to Ilg workers are being
allowed to reapply for their exact same
position
I cant say that with certainty
but nobody is too concerned about
not getting their jobs as far as I know
said Rose Kennelly a dining hall stall
member and alternate steward on the
workers negotiating committee who
has worked at Kenyon since 1979
Other workers have expressed
concern over the possibility of reduced
hours after AM takes over That was
a concern that was expressed said
Ilg Im not as concerned about it as
I see how these discussions are going
We expect in the next session to get
a written commitment guaranteeing
positions and hours
classroom This consistency enables
students to develop a familiarity with
their students and build the relation-
ships held in such high esteem by the
program
Although not enrolled in the
program currently Rogers has Ear-
lham in her mind as an option for
the future
Tobin explained how the major-
ity ofKenyon students do not opt tor
graduate school right away but that
the awareness of programs such as
Earlhams remains important
The number one career choice
of immediate graduates is education
said Tobin After a year or two most
make the decision whether to go on
to get their masters So often at this
stage were planting seeds and they
can jump on later
Currently no Kenyon students
are enrolled at Earlham but Tobin
said When you cultivate a relation-
ship like this one it takes a couple
years to get the word out
I think it can be very success-
ful with our students said Rutkoti
Many say they want to teach
and this program will give them the
training experience and certification
they need to be fine public school
classroom teachers
Tuesday night he said
However some workers expressed
distress over the limited number of uni-
forms Who wants to wash dieirclothes
every night asked Donna Lahmon a
worker in Peirce
Up in the Air
Ilg also said that the potential
change in workers health insurance
and pension plans are still on the table
The one bit of very good news is die
company has committed to changi ng to
insurance plan and that was good news
to all of the workers he said Without
going into a lot of detail the current plan
theyre on has had some problems
Rejected
The union rejected outright AVTs
request to be able to split vacated full-
time positions into part- time positions
The unions demands
The un ion also made 1 1 requests to
program The schools philosophy
and its educationally intimate setting
kind of re- create what we have here at
Kenyon she said
The relationship between Earl-
ham and Kenyon has been developing
over the past year Randall Shrock
director of the MAT program at
Earlham e- mailed Kenyon faculty
last fall to inform the school of their
relatively new program Profes-
sor Peter Rutkoff was especially
intetested and wanted to arrange to
visit the MAT explained Shrock
During that visit Peter proposed
that Earlham and Kenyon try to for-
malize a relationship which we were
happy to do
Ive been looking for a teach-
ing program that is undergirded by a
philosophy I would call progressive
that emphasizes student- centered
teaching integrated curriculum
Rutkoff said Earlham embraced all
of these
The goals and entire concept
for the MAT program derive from
Quaker principles which include
awakening the teacher within respect
for persons integrity simplicity
consensus governance equality peace
and justice said Shrock Although
Kenyon is not a Quaker school it
BY ALLISON BURKET
Staff Reporter
A recently established agree-
ment with Earlham College encour-
ages Kenyon students to consider its
Master ofArts in Teaching program
Earlham located in Richmond In-
diana offers an 11 month program
for liberal arts graduates that pro-
vides certification for public school
education and an MA in education
The agreement between Kenyon
and Earlham approved in October
establishes a more permanent ad-
ministrative liaison between the two
schools in order to enhance Earlhams
recruitment process among Kenyon
students
Earlham is interested in the
type ofstudent that Kenyon produces
in terms of character and intellectual
rigor explained Kenyons Graduate
School and Preprofessiona Advi-
sor Maureen Tobin who currently
handles the program They want
students with a rigorous undergradu-
ate education and astronggrounding
within a subject matter
To encourage Kenyon students
to consider its MAT program Earl-
ham will waive the application fee for
all Kenyon students and those with a
